
eVen i can’t see it. noBodY can.
UntiL now.

and control center targets. it has the 
potential to detect a threat in time to take 
defensive action and, as part of your security 
system, can help locate and eliminate it.  
The eMp.alert™ can determine the cause of 
“unexplainable” outages, alert the users to 
potential data corruption from an attack and 
provide invaluable forensic information. 

        ithout any warning or detection, an  
electromagnetic pulse (eMp) can severely  
disrupt data centers and control centers  
causing damage ranging from covert data  
corruption, to computer outages, and  
destruction of electronics. Emprimus  
EMP.Alert™ is a low-cost detection solution 
that can provide an early warning for data 
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tHe BackGRoUnd

tHe Benefits of

equipment, cooling, fire and smoke detectors, 
security systems and back-up generators. They 
are readily available to terrorists, disgruntled 
employees, corporate protesters, or anyone 
intent on causing major disruptions to your 
business and your customers.

       lectromagnetic weapons have evolved from 
experimental novelties to sophisticated threats. 
They have now become portable, affordable 
items that can be effectively employed outside 
a building to damage all electronic circuitry 
in data and control centers, including support 
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RF Weapon circa 2004

      mprimus eMp.alert™ is worth the low-cost 
investment – whether 1 or 20 units are needed. 
Reporting on one dedicated dashboard,  
emprimus eMp.alert™

·  immediately identifies intentional and  
 unintentional electromagnetic 
 interference
·  alerts users to possible data corruption  
 and damage to Building control 
 systems
·  provides diagnostic and forensic 
 information
·  continuously verifies eMp 
 shielding integrity and effectiveness
·  integrates with security systems
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Suitcase RF Weapon circa 2016 



tHe VaLUe
has been installed at various sites where 
it operates today. it provides the critical 
situational awareness you can’t afford 
to be without.

   n addition to being low cost, emprimus 
eMp.alert™can be easily installed on your 
building and can be integrated with most 
security displays. emprimus eMp.alert™ 
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tYpicaL sYsteM instaLLation

emprimus eMp.alert™

Unshielded or Shielded 
Data or Control Center

• Fiber Optic Output to Control Center
• IP Addressable

High Power“Suitcase” RF Weapon 



                specifications

frequency Response Range 

pulse Rise time

e field amplitude

 

data RepoRts

 MHz to 10+ GHz

<2 ns

<100 V/m to100,000+ V/m

  contact emprimus at 4301 Highway 7, suite 140 – Minneapolis, Mn 55416 
contant info@emprimus.com or call 952-545-2051 ex. 2017 
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